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Abstract—This thesis study support strategies of knowledge network for enterprise knowledge management process. Firstly, the thesis analyses the demand gap of enterprise knowledge. Besides, it gives the definition, its features and system structure of the enterprise knowledge network. And then, on the basis of enterprise knowledge management process support model in Knowledge network,
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, knowledge network has become a research hot in field of enterprise knowledge management. The strategic value of knowledge has been realized, especially the tacit knowledge in social network. Knowledge is an important element embedded in the social network. Only in social network, knowledge can perform its strategic value and function better. However, the dispersion of knowledge and rapid polytropism of enterprise knowledge demand, which make it difficult for enterprise to play the power of knowledge effectively and reasonably in the reality. Based on the demand of knowledge and its management, enterprises need to establish linkage among all kinds of internal and external knowledge resources, realizing knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer internal and between enterprises and achieving knowledge integration and knowledge innovation. This can support enterprises to realize knowledge management network structure is called knowledge network.

This thesis puts forward three-layer enterprise knowledge network model that aims at some basic problems like "How to construct enterprise knowledge network system", and "How to use the knowledge network system to support and solve the enterprise knowledge management requirement of knowledge". And then it studies support strategies of enterprise knowledge network to enterprise knowledge management process, which makes reference to the enterprise knowledge management practice.

II. ENTERPRISE KNOWLEDGE DEMAND AND KNOWLEDGE NETWORK

Enterprise knowledge management is a flow process that relates to knowledge acquisition, grouping, preservation, transmission and innovation, which comes from internal and external enterprise. And in the process, it turns knowledge into enterprises important "capital", improving the enterprise competitive advantage in the market. But in reality, most enterprises are faced with some problems like limited effective knowledge or knowledge chaos and disorder, which results in enterprises enabling to carry out scientific and reasonable production management decision-making activities. And it is difficult for enterprises to obtain and maintain long-term competitive advantage. Building enterprise knowledge network contributes to solve most enterprises' problem like the knowledge demand gap.

A. Enterprise knowledge demand gap

At present, about the knowledge gap, it mainly has two representative definitions: Michael H.Zack thinks knowledge gap is the gap between the knowledge that enterprise strategy implementation needs and the actual knowledge it has. At the same time, he stressed that strategy was the most important background for enterprises to guide knowledge management. On the one hand, the enterprises strategic goals will deeply influence competitive advantage through gaining the knowledge; On the other hand, the knowledge reservation that enterprises own could affect their strategic choices. Therefore, the knowledge gap derives from strategic gap, and at the same time, it is with the strategic gap "hand in hand". Haider studies the cause of formation of the knowledge gap and its types are analyzed on the basis of two enterprises field survey in Pakistan. He points out that the knowledge gap is the knowledge that organizations current lacking of, however, it is very important for organizations to the survival and growth. So the Knowledge gaps must be filled.

From the above two definitions, we can reach the following conclusion: Knowledge gap derives from the need of enterprises to some knowledge, and knowledge demand may come from market opportunities for enterprises to adapt to the changing environment or the enterprises' long-term development strategy requirements; In the era of knowledge economy, knowledge has become an important strategic resource for enterprises to keep sustainable competitive advantage, and the lack of key knowledge resources may lead to the loss of enterprises' competitive advantage. Therefore, it is very important for enterprises' survival and growth to discover and make up for the knowledge gap in time. The existence of the knowledge gap doesn't mean that enterprise knowledge resources are not abundant enough. It may be lack of some knowledge. Or the
enterprise existing knowledge reserve doesn't match with the knowledge requirements.

Through analysis above, we can describe knowledge gap as follows: because of the exogenous or endogenous causes, organization produces the demand of certain knowledge, but the organization's knowledge reservation does not match with the knowledge demand, which results in the shortage of some knowledge, and it is called knowledge gap.

B. The concept of enterprise knowledge network

Knowledge is considered to be strategic resource for organizations to seek sustainable competitive advantage; this means that the organization should have not only the ability to update and create knowledge, but also the ability to apply the knowledge. On the other hand, the organizations' knowledge management environment is becoming increasingly complex, global competition, the uncertainty of the environment, and decentralization of organizations' business, which requires organizations to have the corresponding mechanism and facilities to ensure the knowledge diffusion and co-ordination of various business activities. And knowledge network is considered to be solution for the above questions.

Knowledge network has different definitions: definition one: Knowledge network can make enterprises exert their potential cognitive synergies based on the knowledge; definition two: Knowledge network is a collection of relationship among entities (individual, team and organization), which have common concerns and they embed in dynamic work environment of collective and system of knowledge asset creation and sharing; definition three: The knowledge network is a organization system of modular structure; it can make enterprises transferring and sharing the available intangible assets, especially their own knowledge.

In spite of the different expression above the three definitions, the main point of the expression is the same: First of all, from the static perspective, knowledge network is a kind of organizational structure, the "relationship" in first two definitions and the "organizational system" in definition three; Secondly, from the dynamic perspective, knowledge network is a working system, which contains knowledge creation and sharing process. Compared to its static attribute of "organization structure", the dynamic attribute is more important; because knowledge network is "work" rather than "net". Lastly, the knowledge network is goal-driven, and it participates in knowledge network entity with a common concern.

III. ENTERPRISE KNOWLEDGE NETWORK SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Structure knowledge in enterprises knowledge network system exists in the flow process of knowledge acquisition, generation, transmission, and use. In this process, the knowledge internal and external enterprises through mutual transmission and integration create new knowledge, which brings new development opportunities and competitive advantage for enterprises. Knowledge flow needs the help of a certain carrier that is called node, and the nodes using for knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing system constitutes the knowledge network

A. Hierarchical structure of the enterprise knowledge network

In the individual knowledge network, the basic nodes are individual main knowledge, and it includes knowledge experts and knowledge demanders. Knowledge experts are the people who have a specific professional knowledge. For some practice activities, knowledge demanders are people who pursue the knowledge that they lack. Knowledge correlation in individual knowledge network can be divided into two types: formal association and interpersonal association. Formal association forms through actual relations like work and cooperation, and it is relative stable. Interpersonal association is a more common individual association form, for its rich varieties like "interpersonal association based on blood", "interpersonal association based on the daily interpersonal communication", "interpersonal association based on free community" and so on.

In the business knowledge network, the organizations and institutions with the relationship of cooperation and collaboration constitute the basic nodes. It refers to suppliers, competitors, cooperation institutions, government departments, institutions, intermediaries and other enterprises when enterprises carry out various business activities. According to the different position in the knowledge network, organizations can be divided into network core organizations and network affiliate organizations. The network core organizations actively guide the knowledge sharing activities in the core organizations, and all the knowledge management activities it carried out are throughout the whole process of organizational knowledge network. Network affiliate organizations refer to organizations that carry out the knowledge sharing activities with the core organizations based on a field of knowledge; it includes enterprises, enterprise groups, universities, consulting institutions and research institutes. Knowledge correlation is consist of the connection between the core organizations and enterprises, government, academia, consumer and market affiliate organization, such as "core enterprise-related enterprise", "enterprise-government", "enterprise-university/research institutions", "enterprise-financial institutions", "enterprise-intermediaries" and so on.

In the background of globalization division of labor system, in order to absorb foreign advanced technology and resources, enterprises establish extensive and complex networks with local organizations and organizations outside of the Multi-National Corporation and other institutions, and it is called organization knowledge network.
B. Enterprise knowledge network system structure

According to definition and model of enterprise knowledge network above, we gives a two-dimensional hierarchical structure of enterprise knowledge network system based on current information technology and network technology, as shown in figure 1.
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The direction of the arrow in Figure 1 is used to show the flow direction between the various components of the system knowledge. From lengthways, the framework is corresponding to the three-hierarchical structure of the enterprise knowledge network previously introduced. Its main components reflect the level of enterprise knowledge network. Besides, analysis components, retrieval components and operating components are throughout enterprises knowledge network of three levels. In order to take advantage of knowledge network fully, it needs to combine these three levels of effective integration in the enterprise knowledge management activity process. From the horizontal, according to the system function, knowledge network can be divided into three levels: knowledge analysis, knowledge storage and knowledge interaction.

Analysis components: it analyses various of data in log database and all kinds of effective information in the knowledge network system, such as frequency be linked in retrieval log database and the points of attention of user to their knowledge (attention statistics include clicks, the page residence time)and so on. Combined with the corresponding subsystem function, it submits the related operation opinions to operating components. Retrieval components: it refers to the main module of interaction between enterprise users and knowledge network system, and it can help users finding the needed knowledge. Search interface of retrieval components is based on the company's core business, and it associates the entire knowledge carrier together through the enterprises' core business. Forum components: it is a place for enterprise users to exchange and publish suggestions about business knowledge. Their contents are automatically stored in the forum log database. Operating components: it is an interactive module between knowledge network system and the administrator, according to conclusive opinions analyzed by system analysis components, if the system administrator to permit instructions, it can carry on the corresponding operation. Operating components provide some functions like adding, deleting knowledge node and its correlation, which achieve knowledge classification and storage, improving the knowledge retrieval efficiency.

**Figure 1 Knowledge network system structure**
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IV. THE SUPPORT OF KNOWLEDGE NETWORK TO ENTERPRISE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Knowledge network is the basic form of enterprises to carry out knowledge activities. Knowledge flow mechanism embodies in two forms: a single network level of knowledge
learning mechanism and network level of knowledge transformation mechanism. The knowledge network system is the use of its core components, working together and alternate application, to achieve the effective support of enterprise knowledge management process. From the perspective of enterprise knowledge value, the increase of knowledge network nodes is knowledge acquisition behavior, but also the beginning of the life cycle of the body of knowledge. Similarly, the delete of knowledge node means the end of the life cycle of body of knowledge.

A. Support knowledge acquisition process

Knowledge network system can support the process of knowledge acquisition through the four basic function components. Through the interactive community function of forum components, the system records all the tacit knowledge in the forum log database, which hide in the minds of employees excitation and inspire by discussion and questions. At the same time, it records the users’ daily various retrieval request operation data in retrieval log database. Then through analysis components, it analyzes extract and fuses forum log data effectively, thus forming the new knowledge node. At the same time, it lists the knowledge node list that user often inquires but local knowledge base unable to provide answers. According to the analysis results submitted by analysis components, administrator adds the approved new knowledge node to the existing knowledge network, getting associated with existing knowledge node, so as to realize the effective acquisition of knowledge, promoting the tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge conversion, supporting base’s continuously updated and expanded of enterprise knowledge.

B. Support the knowledge sharing process

Knowledge sharing is the most important purpose of knowledge network system. The knowledge network system can accurately reflect the association among people, physical medium storing knowledge and enterprise business process, enabling employees overcoming geographical and time constraints, Through effective integration of knowledge acquisition, development, transfer and use, and the interactive community interaction, it expands the channels of communication of the employees and corporate bodies, so as to promote the sharing of knowledge.

C. Support knowledge utilization process

Knowledge utilization is new knowledge enterprise adopted absorbed and applies it to the actual work flow, which is the premise of organizational knowledge can produce value, and most importantly the "final ball". Knowledge network system mainly completes support for knowledge utilization through the retrieval components. Users can able to use retrieval components provided by knowledge network system to search for all kinds of knowledge in the existing knowledge base when they produce knowledge demand gap.

D. Support knowledge innovation process

First of all, the forum components provide real-time, cross-regional and span class and number of limited communication platform for employees. It can effectively arouse the enthusiasm of the staff's knowledge innovation, and promote the new knowledge constantly generation, while taking advantage of the log data analysis component extraction forum valuable originality, integrated into the new node's knowledge. Secondly, through induction, statistics and analysis log data recorded in retrieval components, it finds out all kinds of knowledge the enterprise lacked, and automatically submitting to the operating components. Administrator examines the classification word of knowledge to publish an issue of knowledge in accordance with the operating components of the feedback information. Enterprise staff and relevant user give answers to these issues through forum integrating them into a new knowledge node. Operating components add the new knowledge node to the knowledge network in order to achieve the knowledge innovation.

V. CONCLUSION

Support model of enterprise knowledge management process based on the knowledge network is specific application of based model of knowledge management. On the basis of knowledge acquisition, storage, organization, sharing and innovation in the internal enterprises, it expands enterprise knowledge connotation. In order to expand enterprise the connotation of knowledge management and scope from the time and space perspective, it requests the enterprise to proceed a new round of restructuring and reforming around the platform of the conversion from the organization structure, enterprise culture, knowledge management infrastructure, external relations knowledge level. This research work is to do a preliminary exploration for enterprises to achieve efficient application of knowledge and management.
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